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Abstract. The paper discusses on the industrial engineering technology for weapon equipment's maintainability design, including maintenance standardization flow design based on process analysis, the maintenance operation design based on motion analysis, maintainability index verification based on ergonomics, equipment maintenance mode decision based on value engineering and so on.

Introduction

The maintainability of weapons and equipment, as a design attributes, is necessary to discover the problems exactly through the interaction among the human, equipment, and maintenance tools / facilities [1]. Current equipment maintainability design has been partially based on the virtual prototype, and the virtual maintenance technology increasingly used in equipment maintainability analysis. Such as the use of virtual maintenance for equipment maintainability analysis of qualitative factors, which were considered more Ergonomics factors [2]. On one hand, ensure the equipment parallel design, on the other; provide the direction for early detection of maintainability design defects. Ergonomics is one of the industrial engineering technologies.

Industrial engineering is the study of integrated system design, improvement and installation which considered the human, material, equipment, resources and information actors, it applied natural science such as mathematics, physics, and social science expertise and technology and the design principle and methods of engineering analysis to determine, predict and evaluate the results that the system can receive[3].In fact, under the environment of virtual maintenance, industrial engineering technology can be widely applied in the process of maintainability design of weapon and equipment. For example, the standardization design of maintenance flow, the maintenance operation design, the maintainability index verification, as well as the maintenance mode decision. It discusses the significance and reference value for the development of equipment maintenance work in design stage. And has a significant and important reference value for equipment maintainability design.

The maintenance standardization flow designated on process analysis

The Current maintenance standard generally laid stress on equipment maintenance quality, but for the maintenance process, the co-ordination between the various types of work, the operation of maintenance personnel, it does not have a formulated and standard working process. It often leads to problems occurred in the maintenance activity. For a new developed equipment, the failure point, causes and treatment methods are all experiences that you can follow [4].Based on the early research diagnosis, we should find out the maintenance events that can solve it, give the maintenance operation with the process description, and then apply the ECRS method (erasing, combining, rearranging and simplifying) to optimize the maintenance process, so as to get the best maintenance workflow. Maintenance workflow standardization design makes the maintenance procedures and training material development could be carried out in the initial stage of maintainability design, it will greatly improving the indemnificatory force of equipment.
The maintenance operation design based on motion analysis

The Motion analysis is the study on the decomposition of the action, analyzing the relationship between each motion elements with the other, in order to eliminate waste, makes the motion more simplified, more reasonable. The virtual maintenance simulation must have a reasonable description of the maintenance guide. For a maintenance operation process, first we should decompose the maintenance process. A maintenance task contains several maintenance operations, a maintenance operation contains several maintenance motions, and each maintenance motion is combining by several basic maintenance motion elements. The basic element including such as go a step, grab tool, and place, carry, handling etc, these basic element can called by the corresponding action function from the motion database. In accordance with the inverse process of decomposition of the maintenance process, we can fulfill the dynamic simulation of equipment maintenance. Through the dynamic simulation of movement analysis, instantaneous motion analysis, and the micro-motion analysis to improve the operations, eliminates redundancy, we can achieve the optimization of maintenance operations.

![Fig. 1 Decomposition of maintenance motion](image)

Maintainability Index Verification of qualitative factors based on Ergonomics

Ergonomics, aimed for the purpose of the human safety, health, comfort, based on the human physiological and psychological characteristics, analyzing the interaction between man, machine and environment to design the man-machine-environment systems [5]. During the design phase, develop maintainability index verification of qualitative factors, the difficulty has two aspect. First, the human factor cannot be included to the maintainability analysis, the virtual human technology solved this problem; the second is lack of reliable prototype, the emergence of virtual prototype solved this problem. Based on ergonomics, the maintainability index verification of qualitative factors main considered of whether the equipment maintainability design meet the accessibility, visibility, force analysis of maintenance posture, fatigue degrees and security[6]. Its ideas is: import virtual human, virtual prototype to virtual environment, Through the interaction with the digital prototype for dynamic testing, maintenance personnel are guided to analyze the maintenance parts, such as whether there is sufficient space, proper size and location, repair parts are visible, anywhere needed for installation whether the space is enough to operate, and so on. It can give a valuable outcome, provided all aspects of evaluation such as visibility, accessibility, maintenance staff’s stress, fatigue and safety. Figure 2 shows the maintainability qualitative parameters validation process based on ergonomics. Figure 3 shows a method of reach ability verification and implementation. Figure 4 reflect in the operation, the stress analysis of virtual human’s right arm, through the simulation of the whole process, we can draw the result whether the virtual human is fatigue. (Figure 5)
Maintainability quantificational factors validation based on Standardization of maintenance motion

Equipment maintainability quantificational factors validation means at the natural fault or simulation conditions, according to research data, after testing, analyzing and assessing, to make sure the repair work can be completed within the stipulated time [7]. Mean time to repair (MTTR) is the most commonly used quantitative maintainability verification parameters. In virtual environments, according to standards of maintenance therblig database, though the repair dynamic simulation, we can generate the time of equipment maintenance. The time of maintenance therblig should consider the maintenance environment, the maintenance staff’s skill level [8]. Based on equipment maintenance simulation time, we can obtain maintenance simulation time, provide reliable sample to validate the quantitative index.

Selection of equipment maintenance mode based on value engineering

Value engineering is, at the lowest total cost, focus on functional analysis, and an organized activity that reaches the necessary function of products or operations [9]. For equipment maintenance, it can not be separated by technology and economy. Therefore, use the value engineering, based on best “value”, we can choose the best maintenance mode.

Weapon equipment maintenance mood includes correction maintenance, preventive maintenance, condition based maintenance, reformative maintenance etc [10], the maintenance mode "value" targets, included the maintenance mode utility (acceptable), added value (high quality, predictable), cost (shorter average maintenance time, sufficient spare parts stock), security, and other factors. Its analysis process as follows:
Conclusion

The industrial engineering technology used in the maintainability design of weapon and equipment, reflecting the traditional maintainability design work has room for improvements in the maintenance standardization flow design, optimization of maintenance operations, maintainability index verification, as well as maintenance mode selection. Industrial engineering technology can provide excellent help. It makes the maintainability design of weapon and equipment more standardization and scientific. Popularized industrial engineering in the field of equipment maintainability design has a bright future. Meanwhile, we should pay attention to the introduction of industrial engineering methods of integrity and avoid making only partial details of renovation.
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